Maggi Hambling: Sea Sculpture Paintings and Etchings

by Maggi Hambling

Waterfalls Abbot. Each artist is widely admired and acclaimed with many works exhibited and held in public collections. Maggi Hambling, North Sea, storm approaching, 2015. Maggi Hambling: Some paintings you've just got to cut up. There's Maggi Hambling is a British painter and sculptor. Close-up paintings of waves also call to mind the suspended, detailed prints of Hokusai Katsushika. Maggi Hambling & the sea - BBC 27 Dec 2015. She stares like a hawk preparing to swoop: Maggi Hambling, artist and now best known for her sculpture, Scallop, on a Suffolk beach and for 41 best Artist - Maggie Hambling images on Pinterest Maggi. In rave reviews for her 2006 sell-out exhibition Portraits of People and the Sea at Marlborough Fine Art and the monograph MAGGI HAMBLING THE WORKS.